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The NEW  BAND from  M EM BERS of DOOM SDAY STU DENT
ALL LEATHER, SOM E G IRLS, CHINESE STARS and ARAB ON RADAR 

CD EP catalog  # : G R135CD

CD Sing le cat. # : G R130 CDCD Sing le cat. # : G R133CD M OD CD SING LE
LTD EDITON of 175 copies
Radically reinterpreted B-Side
by the illustrious Dance-Punk, 
Electro-House duo M STRKFRT
(Katy Perry, John Legend, etc).

M OD CD SING LE
LTD EDITON of 175 copies
Exclusive B-Side remix by Mute 
Records’ LIARS,uses the LP 
title track to engage in a dis-
cordant discourse - band to band. 

FIVE SONG
MOD CD EP

” The Next World” videopremieres this summer animated by Eric Living s ton, director of “DEAD CROSS: Seizure and Desist”for Dave Lom bardo (SLAYER) and   M ik e Patton (FAITH NO M ORE ) 

0 1.    The Next W orld 
0 2.    19th Circu it
0 3.    Is  This  The Body?   
0 4.    W e Think  There’s  A Chem ical
0 5.    G raveyard Breath 

"The pulse lies in the minimal, but forceful thump of the drums and the thick veneer of
    synth tones… it’s industrial, menacing, and claustrophobic...”  - BOSTON HASSLE
“A brutal, improbable electro-experimental sound performed with disconcerting mastery, 
    sometimes inching towards synth punk, but really beyond influence".  - M ETAL ORG IE
BREAKING:  “The recently formed four-piece will tour the UK and Europe in
    support of “Loud As Laughter”.  - THE QUIETUS (from the streaming premiere)

“The Next “The Next W orld”; the new Five Song  follow up EP to Ps ychic G raveyard’s  debut album “Lou d As  Lau g hter”; finds the band taking new risks and marks a 
startling leap forward. Founded by noise rock pioneers startling leap forward. Founded by noise rock pioneers Eric Pau l (Arab On Radar, The Chinese Stars, Doomsday Student), Pau l Vieira (The Chinese Stars, 
Doomsday Student) and Nathan J oyner (Some Girls, All Leather, Hot Nerds), Psychic Graveyard have slipped past the boundaries of genre, interpenetrated the 
digital and physical realms and pieced together the soundtrack to the new aesthetic. According to the band, the process of writing “Loud As Laughter” involved 
constant exploration - at points the album focused heavily on guitars and live drums, at others - the songs were constructed primarily with synths, found sounds 
and synthetic beats; but with the and synthetic beats; but with the “The Next W orld” EP all of these disparate elements have coalesced into a cohesive, unmistakable sound.

After a series of rem ix s ing les  (see below), the band elected to bring in an outside party to enhance the EP’s original tracks. “The Next W orld” was mixed by 
Seth Manchester of M achines  W ith M ag nets , a studio known for working extensively with The Body, Lightning Bolt, Battles, Fang Island, Daughters and Deer 
Tick to name a few. A music video of the title track, directed by Eric Living s ton (Dead Cros s ), will premiere this summer in advance of a West Coast tour.

"...formerly of noise-rock greats Arab On Radar, he and the rest 
of the group have not mellowed." - BROOK LYN VEG AN

"If you want to hear the future now,
here it is."  - G ET INTO THIS


